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Abstract For reducing the test application time and
required tester pins per device, we propose the use of
multi-valued logic (MVL) signals, which increases data rate
between the device under test (DUT) and automatic test
equipment (ATE). An MVL signal sends multiple bits of
information per clock cycle on a physical channel. Conver-
sion of signals between binary and MVL is accomplished by
digital to analog and analog to digital converters available
in the mixed-signal technology. To support MVL test appli-
cation and avoid reliability issues, we add necessary mod-
ifications on ATE and DUT sides. Theoretical calculation
and a prototype experiment demonstrate significant data rate
increase. We integrate the proposed MVL technique into test
methodologies involving reduced pin-count test (RPCT) for
multi-core system-on-chip (SoC) and test compression. An
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1 Introduction

Testing costs have been accounting for larger portions of
manufacturing bills, which are split into fixed costs and vari-
able costs [6]. The capital cost of automatic test equipment
(ATE) is a fixed cost and the cost to run test for an individual
device under test (DUT) is a variable cost. To avoid the ATE
cost, built-in self-test (BIST) technology is sometimes used.
However, the use of pseudo-random patterns and existence
of random-pattern resistant faults limit the achievable fault
coverage, preventing BIST from being a universally accept-
able solution. As a result, most IC testing is still based on
ATE. The key to reducing the ATE testing cost is to shorten
test time for each DUT and test as many DUTs in parallel
as possible.

Test compression techniques try to shorten the test time
for each device by shrinking the test data volume while
maintaining the flow of critical information to get the same
test coverage. The principle idea is to squeeze out don’t-
care bits [39] that actually occupy a large portion of test
data. One branch of test compression technology is the
code-based compression [13, 37], sometimes using area
overhead for on-chip dictionary to gain higher compres-
sion efficiency [5, 21]. However, due to the implementation
complexity, and more importantly due to the limited com-
pression efficiency, this type has only appeared in academic
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work. The industry choice is the linear-decompression-
based techniques such as Testkompress [24] from Mentor
Graphics and broadcast-scan-based schemes [44] such as
Dftmax [35] from Synopsys or Encounter DFT Architect [7]
from Cadence. These tools have been commercially used for
some years and are capable of shrinking the test size down
by 100X.

Another direction is to use parallelism [42]. Some tech-
niques exploit parallelism within DUT for multi-domain
testing [36]. Another way is concurrent test [29]. In order
to get higher parallelism from multi-site test and achieve
matched bandwidth between test channel speed and DUT
scan speed, schemes with reduced number of test pins have
been proposed [40, 41]. Use of serialization and deserializa-
tion of test data is a commonly adopted method for test pin
reduction [8, 9, 26, 33], generally referred to as reduced pin
count test (RPCT). Industrial test compression tools support
RPCT, e.g., pin-limited mode of Dftmax [9] and SmartScan
of Encounter DFT Architect [8, 10]. However, a serializa-
tion and deserialization based pin reduction scheme involves
increased bandwidth, which can compromise the test speed.

Because a large fraction of test time is consumed in
transferring data between ATE and DUT, to accelerate test
application we focus on a method to increase the data
rate of test channels. We explore the idea of using multi-
valued logic (MVL) signal format for test data transfer. The
increase in data rate depends on the number of bits in the
MVL signal, generally referred to as resolution of the MVL
signal. With the accelerated test channel, we can either
shorten the test time by replacing each binary channel with
an MVL channel or reduce the number of required test pins
by replacing a group of binary channels with a single MVL
channel. Although the MVL channel does not reduce the
memory requirement on tester, it reduces the physical con-
nections between the tester and DUT, simplifying the bus
matrix and test fixture design.

Considering the extra design complexity and overheads,
perhaps the most suitable testing scenario for MVL applica-
tion is RPCT where minimization of number of test chan-
nels is beneficial. To reduce the on-chip hardware overhead,
MVL test channels are only used to apply test data in our
scheme. Test responses are still captured with binary chan-
nels to avoid adding on-chip hardware for MVL signal gen-
eration. Besides, the demand on transmitting test response
is much smaller because technologies like test response
compaction and signature-based test response analysis are
frequently employed.

In this paper, Section 2 gives the background knowledge
that includes multi-site test, RPCT technology and mixed-
signal technology. In Section 3, we propose the technique of
MVL test application and its use in testing multi-core SoCs
with RPCT and test compression. In Section 4, we discuss
the possible reliability problems with MVL test application

and provide solutions. In Section 5, an MVL-compatible
test flow and the necessary hardware modifications for test
channel and DUT are given. A mathematical model of data
rate for MVL channel is also developed in this section. In
Section 6, a prototype experiment using National Instru-
ments Electronic Virtual Instrumentation Suite (NI ELVIS
II+) [31] is conducted to verify the feasibility of MVL test
application. We measure the symbol error rate (SER) for the
MVL channel. Section 7 gives the simulation result on how
MVL test application benefits testing with RPCT and test
compression. We describe an ATE experiment with MVL
test application to a DUT with RPCT and test compression.
Finally, Section 8 concludes this work with a discussion on
the future possibilities.

2 Background Related to This Work

We first introduce the multi-site test with a discussion of the
RPCT technology and then provide the essentials of MVL
technology.

(a) Regular test case

(b) Multi-site test case

Fig. 1 Comparison between regular test case and multi-site test
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2.1 Multi-site Test and RPCT Technology

Multi-site test is an effective method for test cost reduction.
Whenever there are spare ATE resources, we test several
DUTs in parallel to fully utilize those resources. It may
slightly add to the costs of auxiliary equipment such as
handlers but the test throughput is improved and helps in
lowering the overall cost per DUT. Figure 1 shows a simple
comparison between regular test and multi-site test, from
which we find that the key to multi-site test is not to waste
any test channels.

When the redundant test channels are not sufficient to
test another DUT, tester resources cannot be fully utilized.
One solution to this problem is to reduce the number of test
channels needed per DUT, which is referred to as reduced
pin count test (RPCT). Because of the reduced test access
mechanism (TAM) bandwidth, it is more flexible to fit such
DUT to be tested by available test channels. As discussed in
the literature [40, 41], the use of RPCT in multi-site test can
effectively reduce the required number of test channels in
such a way that the test cost per DUT is reduced. The RPCT
technology enables testing of more DUTs together, increas-
ing the test parallelism. Although test application time for
each DUT may be longer with narrower TAM, the time por-
tion of handling the DUTs becomes less among the total
test time. So even if the RPCT-based scheme cannot com-
pletely eliminate spare channels, the RPCT-based multi-site
test will still have higher test efficiency.

The basic idea for RPCT solutions is to send multiple
bits serially and deserialize them in DUT. Figure 2 shows
the traditional way to apply test data, in which multiple test
channels feed into equal number of DUT inputs. Figure 2
shows how test data is applied in the RPCT when a single
tester channel serially feeds test data into a shift register for
deserialization. It is easy to observe that a drawback exists
in the RPCT solution, i.e., the data rate of single test channel
limits the test application speed. In Fig. 2, let us assume
that both cases use the same tester. Then in Fig. 2, the DUT
receives a 5-bit pattern each clock cycle through five test
channels. In Fig. 2, the DUT receives a 5-bit pattern after
five clock cycles with one channel, which means the scan
speed for RPCT is one fifth of the scan speed without RPCT.
Because of this drawback, one has to assume [8] that the
ATE speed is a multiple of DUT scan speed. But when the
DUT scan speed is on the order of hundreds of megahertz,
only very fast and expensive ATE is able to manage this
RPCT mode. In general, the scan speed of DUT has to slow
down, sacrificing test speed for test pin reduction.

Multi-core SoC designs are common in today’s highly
complex systems and test compression technology is con-
sidered crucial for test cost reduction. It is quite possible
that each core in an SoC has an independent test decom-
pressor. As reported [8], the number of the decompressor

(a) Traditional test application method

(b) Pin-limited test application method

Fig. 2 Traditional and pin-limited test application methods

inputs must be above certain level to maintain an acceptable
fault coverage (FC). As a result, this design trend intensifies
the need to compromise test speed. Figure 3 gives a sample
situation in which the multi-core SoC design further slows
down the scan speed. With scan speed as one fifth of the
test channel frequency, the scan speed for the 4-core SoC
becomes one twentieth. The need to solve this problem is
urgent and our solution tries to increase the data rate of the
test channel.

2.2 Multi-Valued Logic (MVL)

As the name indicates, there are more than two states in
a multi-valued logic (MVL) system. Main advantage is in
economizing the circuit structure using fewer computing
elements [25] or in enhancing memory capacity by storing
more bits in single memory cell [14]. Although a com-
plete MVL system remains a topic of research, the concept
of MVL has been successfully applied to baseband digital
data communication. For example, pulse amplitude mod-
ulation (PAM) has multiple voltage levels in each symbol
to increase the data rate without increasing frequency [34].
For the purpose of saving test time and test resources, the
MVL signal format will have the benefit of increased data
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Fig. 3 RPCT on single-core
and multi-core designs

rate. In the chapter “Test and Test Equipment” [38] of Inter-
national Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
2011 Edition, test application using MVL signal is men-
tioned as the “second long term test challenge”, which
motivated us to conduct this work.

3 Multi-Valued Logic (MVL) Test Application

We first introduce the basic form of MVL test application.
Then, we discuss the requirements of MVL generator and
decoder, followed by a proposal incorporating the idea of
using MVL signals to test multi-core SoC with RPCT and
test compression.

Figure 4 shows a conceptual MVL test application
schematic. An MVL generator associated with the test chan-
nel converts multiple digital bits into an MVL signal. A
decoder in DUT converts the MVL signal back into digital
bits and feeds them into scan chains. For MVL signal gen-
eration, we use an R-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
At the receiving end, we use an R-bit analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC) as MVL decoder. With this configuration, the
MVL channel can send R bits of information in one clock
cycle, so that the data rate is improved in proportion to the
MVL signal resolution, R.

3.1 Requirements on MVL Generator and Decoder

Although conceptually the idea is quite intuitive, we must
know how to choose a DAC for MVL generation and
an ADC for MVL decoding. We, therefore, analyze three
aspects, namely, requirements on speed, overhead and reli-
ability.

• Speed: In Fig. 4, the input rate of DAC (multi-value
logic generator) should match the ATE channel speed.
The ATE channel speed refers to the clock or data
rate it supports, which can vary from 10MHz all the
way up to 500MHz. Therefore, the conversion speed
of DAC should follow the ATE speed. For the low
speed ATE, there are many available candidate DACs.
For high speed, DACs above 10 GHz bandwidth as
reported in the literature [11], are good enough for
our application. Such high speed DACs usually have
a current-steering structure. In DUT, the ADC (multi-
value logic decoder) should be able to handle the MVL
signal generated by the DAC. In the low speed case, sev-
eral suitable ADC choices are available. For high speed
situations choices are limited. According to a recent
ADC survey [28] and tutorial [27], a state-of-the-art
design is the successive-approximation-register (SAR)

Fig. 4 Overview of
multi-valued logic (MVL) test
application method.
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ADC, which successfully addresses the area, power and
speed issues. An ADC of this kind [15] having above
10 GHz bandwidth can easily handle the highest speed
in our application.

• Space, power and cost: As the DAC is integrated in
the tester, it does not have stringent space and power
budgets. Moreover, the cost of DAC is a one-time
investment that can be ignored in high volume test-
ing. So we have no serious concern about the overhead
caused by DAC. However, we have more strict con-
straints on ADCs since they are built on-chip. Every
DUT will have an ADC integrated for MVL decoding.
Hence, the ADC structure should be carefully picked
and the ADC resolution is restricted as well, because
power consumption and area overhead exponentially
grow with it.

• Noise: Because analog components are adopted in this
work, the impact of noise becomes more critical. Fur-
thermore, for MVL signals the noise margin is cut into
half for every bit added in data converter resolution,
making the MVL data transmission more vulnerable to
noise. Thus, noise is a limiting factor in increasing data
converter resolution.

Clearly, a careful design of an MVL communication
system will require above considerations.

3.2 MVL Test Application with Multi-core SoCs

In Fig. 3, the scan speed of a multi-core SoC is greatly com-
promised for test pin reduction. The reason is the reduced
data flow rate from tester to DUT because of narrower
TAM. We propose integrating MVL compatibility in the
DUT to increase data rate of the narrow TAM. Figure 5
shows two ways to transmit data on a tester channel to an
SoC DUT employing RPCT. Four cores, each containing
five scan chains, are supplied by a single binary or MVL
channel at frequency f . The schematic on top uses the tra-
ditional binary transmission and the one at the bottom, the
proposed MVL transmission. Compared to the binary case
where scan frequency is f/20, the MVL raises the scan fre-
quency to f/5. The MVL test application is equivalent to
four binary test channels though only one physical channel
is used. Thus, the MVL test application has increased the
test speed.

4 Errors and Fault Tolerance

In general, analog devices have reliability issues like noise,
process variation, interference or environmental effects, and
other imperfections, which can lead to malfunction. Data

Fig. 5 MVL test application for a multi-core SoC with RPCT inter-
face and core decompressors

converters have nonlinearities as well. As a result, the out-
put of DAC and code ranges of ADC may deviate from
ideal, causing permanent misinterpretation in a designed-
to-match converter pair. We call this situation as intrinsic
failure. Further, the thermal noise problem becomes critical
due to the reduced noise margin. For an R-bit converter pair
the bit-level noise margin is divided by 2R , which makes the
test application interface more vulnerable to noise, resulting
in a higher level of erroneous transmission. If such errors
occur during the MVL test, we call them noise-induced
application errors.

4.1 Intrinsic Failure

To simulate the DAC and ADC performances in presence
of an intrinsic failure, we model the nonlinearities of these
devices. We adopt a known method [23] that uses Gaus-
sian random numbers to represent non-ideal current sources.
Similarly, we use Gaussian random numbers to represent
reference voltage levels in ADC. After setting all random
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current sources and reference voltages, we can estimate non-
linearities. To eliminate intrinsic failure, the output V (n) of
DAC should be set in the range for the nth code of ADC.
Therefore,

V (n) ∈ {Vref (n − 1), Vref (n)}, n ∈ {1, 2N − 2};
V (0) ∈ {−∞, Vref (0)};
V (2N − 1) ∈ {Vref (2N − 2), +∞}.

(1)

A relevant parameter here is the differential nonlinearity
(DNL) [12], which is a measure of how much static char-
acteristics of DAC or ADC deviate from ideal. For an ideal
DAC, the outputs differ by one least significant bit (LSB)
on adjacent digital code inputs. For an ideal ADC, two ref-
erence levels that produce adjacent digital codes must differ
by one LSB.

If a data converter pair violates Eq. 1, we mark it as
intrinsic failure. We performed a statistical simulation to
examine how intrinsic failure rate changes with respect to
data converter nonlinearities. We obtained 40 × 40 com-
binations with different DNL levels. The intrinsic failure
rates are shown in Fig. 6. For the 4-bit data converter pair,
the intrinsic failure rate rises as DNLs of data converters
increase. The DNL of DAC has larger influence. This is a
fortunate occurrence because we have easier control on the
DAC performance.

4.2 Calibration of ADC Nonlinearity

Assuming that we have good control on DAC perfor-
mance [19, 20], the key to reduce the chance of intrinsic
failure is to control the ADC nonlinearity. Our solution

Fig. 6 Intrinsic failure rate vs. ADC/DAC nonlinearities with/without
extra resolution

utilizes the controllability of DAC to calibrate the ADC
nonlinearity. By using DAC with higher resolution (com-
pared to ADC), we can generate much finer MVL signal.
If we can select the appropriate output, intrinsic failure can
be avoided. Figure 7 illustrates how this method avoids
mismatch due to intrinsic failure.

Figure 7 gives an example of a typical intrinsic failure.
Due to nonlinearity in the ADC, the 2-bit converter pair will
never generate code “01”. In Fig. 7, one extra bit is added to
the DAC and we use the marked DAC codes, “000”, “010”,
“100” and “111”, as relevant codes for ADC to be correctly
decoded. We applied this method to the previous statistical
calculation and got the result as the 5-bit DAC and 4-bit
ADC situation in Fig. 6. The result shows that this scheme
greatly lowers the intrinsic failure rate when we use a DAC
with extra resolution. Based on this idea, we developed an
ADC nonlinearity calibration algorithm for the MVL test
channel, which consists of three steps [18]:

1) DAC input sweep generation: A set of increasing pat-
terns from all-0 to all-1 are applied to the DAC to gen-
erate all possible MVL stimuli for each MVL decoder.

2) Feedback collection: The corresponding MVL decoder
in DUT captures the ramp-up MVL signals and does
decoding. The decoded patterns are sent back to ATE
for processing.

3) Generation of calibrated DAC codes: When ATE
receives the decoded patterns for a particular MVL
channel, it calculates the optimum DAC input code
for each code in the MVL signal. This is done by
finding the input code which is the median of those
being decoded as the same pattern. Also, if the received
ADC response is impossible to calibrate due to missing
code or non-monotonicity, then the ATE will mark it
as MVL-incompatible and use the conventional binary
transmission to test it.

Whenever we use an MVL channel to test a DUT, such ADC
nonlinearity calibration procedure must be carried out.

4.3 Noise-Induced Conversion Error

In a typical communication system, an analog signal may
be sent through a digital channel. The received analog sig-
nal will then contain quantization noise. However, in the
present application we transmit a digital signal through an
analog channel and the quantization effect superimposed on
the analog signal is likely to be eliminated at the receiving
end in the analog to digital conversion process. Never-the-
less, the conversion accuracy is influenced by any kind of
noise that is present.

For simplicity, we assume white noise on test channel
to represent all types of noises in the test application sys-
tem, including environmental interference, on-chip digital
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Fig. 7 Calibration of
nonlinearity in ADC by DAC
with one extra bit

(a) Mismatched converter pair due to intrinsic failure

(b) Marked input codes for DAC with one extra bit to avoid mismatch

switching noise, etc. We use the symbol error rate (SER)
to assess the communication quality. When data converters
have a perfect transfer function such that the voltage level
of every code in the MVL signal is exactly in the middle of
the corresponding ADC judging range, it has the maximum
noise margin. Then, SER can be calculated as [43]:

SER = erf (
Vnoise margin√

2σ 2
), (2)

where Vnoise margin = Vdd

2R+1 , R is data converter resolution
in bits and σ is the standard deviation of the noise induced
voltage error.

The trend of SER appears more intuitive when displayed
with respect to signal to noise ratio (SNR) as an independent
variable replacing Vdd and σ in the equation. The SNR is
expressed as 10 log Psignal

Pnoise
. With signal power Psignal =

(2·2R−1)

6·(2R−1)
V 2

dd and noise power Pnoise = σ 2, we can get

SNR = 10 log [ (2·2R−1)

6·(2R−1)
· (

Vdd

σ
)2]. From this we can express

Vdd

σ
in terms of SNR and R. Then SER can be express

as: erf ( 1
2

√
3·(2R−1)

2·2R−1
· 10SNR). The relationship of how R

and SNR affect SER for data converter pair without non-
linearity is illustrated in Fig. 8 by the left curve in each
graph.

We expect that in the presence of nonlinearities, SER
will become higher at the same SNR level for noise margin
not being equally distributed. A mathematical model evalu-
ates SER for nonlinear data converters. For a proper MVL
decoding, the noise voltage should satisfy:

Vref (n − 1) − Vout (n) < Vnoise < Vref (n) − Vout (n) (3)

where Vout is output voltage of DAC, Vref is the reference
voltage of ADC and Vnoise is the equivalent noise signal
in the test channel. Following the definition of cumulative
distribution function CDF(x) of random variable x [43],

Prob(x1 < x < x2) = CDF(x2) − CDF(x1) (4)

we can derive the probability P(n) of correctly decoding
code n as:

P(n) = CDF [Vref (n) − Vout (n)] − CDF [Vref (n − 1) − Vout (n)]
= 0.5{erf [Vref (n) − Vout (n)√

2σ 2
] − erf [Vref (n − 1) − Vout (n)√

2σ 2
]} (5)
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Fig. 8 Symbol error rate (SER) vs. signal to noise ratio (SNR) for nonlinear data converters with resolutions 3, 4, 5 and 6 bits, respectively

Next, we obtain SER as the average value of all code error
probabilities:

SER = 1 −

2R−1∑
n=0

P(n)

2R
(6)

Using this formula, we statistically calculated SER for a
0.1LSB DNL DAC and 0.2LSB DNL ADC pair in terms of
channel SNR as shown by the right curves in the graphs of
Fig. 8. This result includes effects of noise (same as those
in the left curves) and that of nonlinearity. We observe a
significant increase in SER due to the induced nonlinearity.
Thus, the reliability of MVL data transmission has become
worse.

4.4 Error Control Mechanism for MVL Test Application

Unlike the nonlinearity problem, noise-induced errors can-
not be predicted and therefore are harder to suppress. To
deal with them we propose an error detection and test
data resend mechanism. Similar ideas are widely used in
communication systems [22].

The basic idea in our error control scheme is to regard the
multi-valued logic (MVL) decoder as another DUT whose
output becomes a test response to be analyzed. To mini-
mize the hardware and time overheads of error detection, we
adopt a signature-based test response analysis that requires
an observation at end of the test application to verify the cor-
rectness of the received test data. We call this applied test
signature (ATS) and the DUT test response the test response
signature (TRS). If ATS is found to be correct, then TRS
is considered valid. Otherwise, the DUT must be retested
repeatedly until a correct ATS is obtained. However, it is
possible that ATS may continues to fail due to poor ADC
performance. Thus, a count records how many times the

DUT has been retested. When this count exceeds a preset
limit that DUT is classified as MVL-incompatible.

5 MVL-Compatible Test Flow and Hardware
Design

We developed an MVL-compatible test flow including
generation and decoding of the MVL test signal, ADC
nonlinearity calibration, error detection, and possible reap-
plications of MVL test data. To test an MVL-incompatible
DUT, we make modifications in test channels and the DUT
accordingly.

Fig. 9 Complete test flow design with MVL test application
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5.1 MVL-Compatible Test Flow

Figure 9 gives a complete MVL-compatible test flow.
First, the MVL channel and DUT pair conduct MVL

channel calibration. This procedure will drop some DUTs
as MVL-incompatible due to their poorly performing ADC.
Others that can be calibrated are tested in the MVL mode.
The MVL mode test generates two signatures, ATS and
TRS, as defined in Section 4.4. ATS is examined first to
determine whether the decoded test data was correct. A
faulty ATS leads to retest of DUT in the MVL mode,
provided the number of retests has not exceeded certain
maximum limit. If that limit is exceeded the DUT is put
in an MVL-incompatible group. For a DUT with pass-
ing ATS examination, its TRS is examined to determine
whether it is good or defective. The DUTs grouped as MVL-
incompatible, are tested in the MVL-bypass mode using
binary channels, whose test application is assumed to be
always reliable. In practice, the MVL and MVL-bypass
modes may be implemented either on separate ATEs or on
the same ATE at different times. As long as the number of
devices retested in the MVL-bypass mode is kept small, the
benefit of reduced test time can be achieved. Besides, the
MVL-compatible design discusses in this section retains the
reduced pin-count advantage in the bypass mode. However,
the MVL-bypass mode uses more ATE resources and its use
in the test methodology will have economic considerations
as well.

5.2 Hardware for MVL-Compatible Test Channel
and DUT

In order to work with the above test flow both test channel
and DUT need modifications.

5.2.1 MVL Test Channel

Figure 10 gives a proposed hardware design for the MVL-
compatible test channel. This is a sample design that gen-
erates 4-bit MVL signals and uses an 8-bit DAC with four
extra bits in resolution to gain the ability to calibrate. There
are four signals to interface with the tester: “Error” signal
goes high when the calibration circuitry detects an unable-
to-calibrate situation, “Clk” is clock to synchronize both
calibration and MVL signal generation, “Vec” is 4-bit test
data from tester memory channels, and “C/T” is a control
signal from tester that indicates whether it is in calibra-
tion mode or in test mode. There are two other signals for
interfacing with the DUT. A 4-bit input signal from incom-
ing binary test channels is used to capture decoded patterns
from ADC during the first step in the calibration mode. The
outgoing MVL test channel sends the MVL test data for
either calibration or test.

The MVL test channel supports two modes: calibration
and test.

• Calibration mode: In this mode, the input to the
DAC is supplied from the 8-bit counter 1, which is

Fig. 10 An MVL test channel
designed with calibration
capability
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Fig. 11 Simulation result of calibration behavior with gate-level implementation of MVL test channel circuit of Fig. 10

generates ramp patterns by selecting the lower input
of 2-to-1 multiplexer M1. The 4-bit register file V0
stores the current under calibration code for MVL sig-
nal. Before calibration, its value is set to all-0s. During
calibration, the decoded pattern is received every cycle
from the four incoming test channels, and is XORed
with ‘V0’ and ‘V0+1’, respectively. This procedure can
monitor the change of received patterns. When the cur-
rently received pattern equals ‘V0’, the XOR result
will keep V0 as it is for the next cycle and let the
8-bit counter 2 up-count by 1. If the received pattern
equals ‘V0+1’, V0 will be updated to ‘V0+1’ and the
8-bit counter 2 will be reset to all-0s. Thus, the 8-
bit counter 2 records the number of cycles needed for
the received patterns to increase by 1. This informa-
tion can be used to calculate the calibrated code. The
current calibrated code for MVL signal should locate
in the middle of the applied DAC input patterns which
received same decoded pattern. Each calibrated code
can be calculated by subtracting half the 8-bit counter 2
value from the current applied DAC input pattern in
8-bit counter 1. The halving procedure is achieved by
left shifting the 8-bit counter 2 by one bit. According
to the calibration algorithm, 16 calibrated DAC input
codes should be generated and stored. In our design,
we do not store the calibrated codes for ‘0000’ and
‘1111’. To reduce hardware overhead, we hardwired the
minimum (‘00000000’) and maximum (‘11111111’)
DAC input codes. Only 14 eight-bit register files (R1-
R14) are used for storing the calibration result. ‘V0’
controls a 4-to-16 one-hot decoder to select which reg-
ister file should store the calibrated DAC input code
for current MVL code. ‘Error’ signal is the XORed
result among ‘V0’, ‘V0+1’ and the received decoded
pattern, which becomes high when the received pat-
tern matches neither ‘V0’ nor ‘V0+1’. It can report
any MVL-incompatible devices with problems such as
missing code, non-monotonicity, etc.

• Test mode: Once calibration is completed, the test chan-
nel can be switched to test mode for MVL test signal
generation. In this mode, the top channel of multiplexer
M1 is on. A 4-bit test data ‘Vec’ can select the corre-
sponding calibrated DAC input codes to apply to DAC
by controlling multiplexer M2. As a result, the DAC can
generate calibrated MVL signals for each code provided
from the tester memory.

Having designed the circuit of Fig. 10 we created a regis-
ter transfer level (RTL) description, which was then synthe-
sized. Figure 11 shows the calibration procedure for output
codes 1, 2 and 3 (vout1, vout2 and vout3 in the figure) of
the synthesized netlist with back annotation. ‘Dout’ are the
8-bit ramp patterns, ‘Vre’ is the 4-bit received pattern from
incoming test channels. Consider output code 1 for instance:

Fig. 12 An MVL-compatible DUT design
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after the captured ADC output V re reaches ‘0001’, the cali-
brated output vout1 starts to increase by 1 for every 2 cycles
for which ‘Vre’ stays unchanged. When V re is captured as
‘0010’, the increment of vout1 stops and its value is the
calibrated output (‘00010101’) for code 1. In a similar way,
the hardware calculates calibrated outputs for all 14 codes.
This design uses 1,028 gates, which could be reduced to 723
gates if we use random-access memory (RAM) cells instead
of register files.

5.2.2 MVL-Compatible DUT Design

In order to work with the above MVL test channel a DUT
should receive and decode 4-bit MVL signal. It also needs
to generate the ATS to detect errors during MVL test appli-
cation and support MVL-incompatible test with binary test
data. An MVL-compatible DUT design is given in Fig. 12.
Here, we have four control signals: ‘Test’, ‘BL’, ‘Cal’
and ‘Bypass’ that activate four modes, channel calibra-
tion, MVL test, ATS capture and MVL-incompatible test,
respectively, as shown in Table 1.

In the channel calibration mode in Fig. 12 the output
of ADC is sent back to ATE by multiplexers M2 and M1
because Cal = 1 and Test = 0. Thus, decoded patterns are
received by ATE to carry out the calibration procedure. The
blocking AND gates, controlled by BL = 0, prevent test
application during calibration. In the MVL test mode Test =
1, BL = 1 and Bypass = 0. Therefore, outputs of DUT com-
pactor are routed to ATE through M1, and outputs of ADC
feed into R1, R3, R5 and R7 through multiplexers m1, m2,
m3 and m4. The RPCT interface is split into four two-cell
shift registers, and therefore this device receives a test pat-
tern in two clock cycles. In the ATS capture mode Test = BL
= Cal = 0, and the output of the multiple-input signature reg-
ister (MISR) goes through M2 and M1 thus sending the ATS
back to the tester. In the MVL-incompatible test mode Test
= Bypass = 1 and BL = 0, and the output of DUT compactor
is routed back to the tester as in MVL test mode, while
outputs of ADC are blocked. Binary test data is directly
received from ATE test channel through m1. This time, the
RPCT interface forms a single eight-cell shift register. Thus,
it takes eight clock cycles to apply each test pattern. With

Table 1 Setting modes in an MVL-compatible DUT

Test mode Test BL Cal Bypass

Channel calibration 0 0 1 0

MVL test 1 1 X 0

ATS capture 0 0 0 X

MVL-incompatible test 1 0 X 1

these four modes, the DUT can meet all requirements of the
MVL test flow of Fig. 9.

5.3 Effective Benefit from MVL Test Channel

The benefit of MVL channel is computed as the data rate
ratio of the MVL channel over binary channel, which, in
the ideal situation, equals the MVL signal resolution R.
In practice, however, to ensure the reliability of MVL test
application and to account for some MVL-incompatible
DUTs, extra time overhead may be incurred. We refer to the
reduced data rate ratio as effective benefit.

To calculate the effective benefit, we define the cor-
rect application rate (CAR) as the probability of correctly
applying certain volume of test data:

CAR = (1 − SER)
T
R (7)

where T is the total test data volume in bits, R is the reso-
lution of ADC and SER is the symbol error rate given by
Eq. 6. With CAR < 1, each DUT is tested by either MVL
test or MVL-incompatible test. We calculate the time expec-
tation with consideration of retest and MVL-incompatible
test:

teff = tMV L−in + tMV L−com

= (1 − CAR)N+1[(N + 1)tMV L + tb]

+tMV LCAR

N+1∑
n=1

n(1 − CAR)n−1 (8)

where tMV L−in and tMV L−com are expected time durations
for which binary (MVL-incompatible) and MVL modes
would be applied to a DUT. The time of a single application
of the MVL mode is tMV L and that of the binary (MVL-
bypass) mode is tb. N is the maximum number of times
MVL test is repeated beyond the first application. Thus, the
MVL test will have to be unsuccessful (ATS failures) N + 1
times before a DUT is tested by binary test application. As
discussed before, tb = R · tmvl . Then the effective benefit
(Beff ) is:

Beff =
1

teff

1
tb

= R

(1 − CAR)N+1(N + 1 + R) + CAR
N+1∑
n=1

n(1 − CAR)n−1

. (9)

For certain cases with 5-bit MVL resolution (R = 5 bits )
and a maximum of N retest repetitions, the relation between
Beff and CAR is given in Fig. 13. This result shows that
Beff and CAR follow a close to linear relationship. As
the maximum retest repetitions (N) increase, the curve
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Fig. 13 Effective benefit Beff of MVL test channel vs. correct appli-
cation rate (CAR) for resolution R = 5 bits and various maximum
allowed MVL test repetitions (N)

becomes more like a straight line. Thus, we must require
CAR to be as large as possible for highest benefit. How-
ever, for large test volume T and relatively poor SER, the
effective benefit could be limited. For a closer examination,
we will use measured SER data to estimate the effective
benefit in various test cases.

6 Prototype MVL Test Application Experiment

Our experiment consists of two parts. First, we measure
SER of the data converter pair with and without DUT (dig-
ital logic load) to examine whether switching noise affects
the SER level. Second, we conduct a scan-based test using
an MVL test application prototype platform to demonstrate
the feasibility of the MVL test. This experiment is con-
ducted with an NI ELVIS II+ system [31]. We used an
8-bit DAC AD557 [1] (DNL ≤ ±0.5LSB) and an 8-bit
ADC AD7822 [2] (DNL ≤ ±0.75LSB) to work as MVL
generator and decoder, respectively. As detailed in [17], all
activities are programmed in Labview [16], which controls
the ELVIS prototype board through USB connection. Major
functions of the prototype platform are to generate stored
test data on the output pins of the prototype board, capture
data from the input pins of the prototype board and process
it according to the Labview program.

We have two separate setups for experiments with and
without the DUT. The setup without DUT is shown in
Fig. 14. Here, the DAC mounted on the prototype board gen-
erates the MVL signal, which is fed to the on-board ADC.
The ADC decodes the MVL signal into a digital pattern and
sends it to the prototype board for analysis.

The other setup with DUT is shown in Fig. 15. Here, the
digital logic under test is programmed on an Altera DE2 [4]
FPGA board, which receives the decoded pattern from the

Fig. 14 Test setup for prototype experiment without logic-under-test

ADC. The output from the FPGA board is captured by the
prototype board for analysis.

6.1 SER Measurement and Requirement on MVL Test
Application

To measure the SER, we created a Labview [16] program
that generates pseudo-random patterns to be sent to the
DAC. The program also reads the ADC output patterns
and compares them with the sent ones, recording any mis-
matches due to transmission errors to calculate the SER.
Because it is difficult to precisely control the noise level,
we choose to control the noise margin of the MVL signal
instead to create cases with different SNR.

Originally, the output voltage range of AD557 is from
0V to 2.56V. To further control the DAC output voltage, we
added a voltage divider for voltage shrinking and finer tun-
ing. On the other side, the analog input range of AD7822

Fig. 15 Test setup for prototype experiment with logic under test
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Fig. 16 SER vs. SNR in prototype experiment

is set by mid point voltage input and reference voltage
input, whose detailed description is given in [2]. With suit-
able adjustments, we managed to match the DAC output
with the ADC input range. For SER measurement pur-
pose, we generated 8-bit pseudo-random patterns as DAC
input and captured the corresponding decoded output from
ADC. We recorded the number of mismatches between the
sent and the received patterns, dividing this number by the
total number of sent patterns to calculate the SER. Because
of the matching condition: the output voltage of certain
code sits approximately in the middle of the corresponding
ADC code range, the noise margin in this case is 1

2LSB =
0.5 × 2.56V

28 = 5mV . However, if we want to measure
lower SER data, the noise margin should increase, which
is hardly achieved by this method. Therefore, an alternative
way was developed to measure SER with larger noise mar-
gin. We still applied 8-bit pseudo-random patterns to DAC,
but on the ADC side, we changed the way to determine the

correctness of transmission. For instance, if the DAC is set
to produce voltage value of input pattern x and the ADC
output is any pattern among x − 1, x or x + 1, then we treat
it as correct transmission. Now the noise margin is equiv-
alent to 1LSB + 0.5LSB = 1.5LSB. By assigning more
codes on each side to be recognized as correct transmission,
we can create the case when noise margins are as large as
2.5LSB, 3.5LSB, etc. With these two setups, we measured
the two sets of SER, with and without DUT connected, as
functions of noise margin.

In order to show the relationship of SER with SNR, we
interpreted noise margin as SNR by an approximate calcu-
lation. We assume that the noise level remains fixed for a
given load in our setup. From Eq. 2, we calculate σ for the
measured SER and given noise margin. Then we average
them in two cases respectively and get σ = 1.518mV with-
out DUT and σ = 11.3423mV with DUT. As discussed in
Section 4.3, the corresponding SNR can be calculated by
using the average σ and noise margin voltage. Figure 16
shows the SER with respect to signal to noise ratio (SNR)

with and without DUT. We can see that both groups of data
fit well with analysis, which uses error function representing
white noise.

Although a higher voltage swing of the MVL signal
improves the noise margin, several reasons restrict the volt-
age swing. Many current low power design trends focus on
lower supply voltages. Also, technology advances are likely
to further lower the voltages in the future. To continue or
increase the benefit of using the MVL signal, perhaps the
reduced voltage swing will have to be compensated for by
the increased sensitivity of mixed-signal technologies of the
future. In the following analysis, we assume that the noise
level in the system remains unchanged, showing required
MVL signal voltage swings for various scenarios.

Table 2 gives sample cases with parameters: test size
T = [106, 108, 1010], maximum retest repetitions N = 3

Table 2 Measured SER for
MVL test application with
90 % CAR and corresponding
effective benefit, Beff

Test volume, T Measurement MVL resolution, R bits

bits parameter 3 4 5

Averaged σ in prototype experiment 11.3423 mV

SER 3.16 × 10−7 4.21 × 10−7 5.27 × 10−7

106 Noise margin 43.9 mV 43.4 mV 46.9 mV

MVL swing 702.4 mV 1388.8 mV 3001.6 mV

SER 3.16 × 10−9 4.21 × 10−9 5.27 × 10−9

108 Noise margin 51.3 mV 50.8 mV 50.5 mV

MVL swing 820.8 mV 1625.6 mV 3232.0 mV

SER 3.16 × 10−11 4.21 × 10−11 5.27 × 10−11

1010 Noise margin 57.8 mV 57.4 mV 57.1 mV

MVL swing 924.8 mV 1836.8 mV 3654.4 mV

Effective benefit, Beff 2.7 3.6 4.5
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and ADC resolution R = [3, 4, 5]. For calculation, we
assume a Beff as 90 % of the ideal case (R) and the noise
level as equal to the experimental case with DUT where
σ = 11.3423mV . Consider T = 1010 and R = 3 as an
example to illustrate how we calculate the minimum MVL
signal swing. With the assumptions, Beff = 3 × 0.9 =
2.7. Putting Beff = 2.7 in Eq. 9, CAR is calculated as
0.90015, approximately. Substituting CAR = 0.90015 in
Eq. 7, the corresponding SER is derived as SER = 1 −
0.90015

3
1010 ≈ 3.16 × 10−11. With SER = 3.16 × 10−11

and σ = 11.3423mV , from Eq. 2 noise margin is computed
as 57.8mV . Finally, we calculate the minimum MVL volt-
age swing as 2 × 2R × Vnoise margin = 2 × 23 × 57.8mV =
924.8mV , which means that the MVL signal swing is at
least 924.8mV to reach Beff as 2.7 for 3-bit ADC. The
results for other cases are given in Table 2. This way, we
always know the requirements of the MVL system for given
specifications.

6.2 Benefit of Calibration

To examine the effect of the calibration technique on noise-
induced errors, we configured the prototype experiment
with and without calibration and conducted SER measure-
ments in both cases [17]. We mimicked a nonlinear 5-bit
ADC by grouping unequal number of codes of an 8-bit ADC
as one code. For example, codes 0-4 of the 8-bit ADC may
be treated as code 0 for the mimicked 5-bit ADC, codes
5-14 of the 8-bit ADC could be treated as code 1 for the
mimicked 5-bit ADC, and so on. In a similar way, we non-
uniformly picked 32 codes from 256 output codes of an
8-bit DAC to mimic an uncalibrated 5-bit DAC. We avoided
any non-monotonicity or missing code situations for the
mimicked ADC and DAC, respectively, and avoided intrin-
sic failures for the data converter pair. The mimicked ADC
and DAC were implemented on the prototype board and the
SER was measured as 1.88 × 10−2.

Next, we implemented the calibration algorithm. Hence,
output codes which maximized the noise margin were
selected. DAC output voltages were now located much
closer to the middle of the ADC steps. The SER measured
in the prototype system was 1.01 × 10−7, which is a signif-
icant drop from the SER of 1.88 × 10−2 measured for the
uncalibrated channel.

6.3 Prototype Scan-Based Test with MVL Test
Application

For conducting a scan-based test, we adopted the second
experimental setup that includes an FPGA as DUT. The
benchmark circuit s298 with a single scan chain inserted
is programmed in the FPGA board. This circuit has seven

inputs: G0, G1, G2, scan in1, scan en, clk and rst .
There are six outputs for the s298: G117, G132, G66,
G118, G133 and G67, which are routed back to the proto-
type board for test response capture. Inputs, G0, G1, G2,
scan in1 and scan en are sent in 5-bit MVL format. Input
rst is grounded because it does not change during the test.
So the actual number of connections between the prototype
board and the FPGA board is eight. In Labview program,
a total of 1,750 bits of test data are stored as 350 vectors,
which are sent to the DUT synchronized with the clock sig-
nal clk. A reference experiment is conducted without the
data converter pair, in which case there are 12 connections
between the prototype board and the FPGA board. The fea-
sibility of MVL test application is established by observing
the same test result for both cases.

7 ATE-Based Experiments with RPCT and Test
Compression

To further demonstrate the feasibility of MVL test applica-
tion to DUTs that support RPCT and have test compression
technologies integrated, we conducted a tester-based exper-
iment. To study the benefit of MVL test application, we first
conducted a reference test using binary test channel. The
results showed a notable improvement in test time reduc-
tion with MVL test application. The tester used here is the
Advantest T2000GS ATE at Auburn University, which has
128 digital channels, a 250MHz digital module (DM), 32
programmable analog channels and a 500mA device power
supply (DPS) module [30]. The tester is programmed in
open architecture test programming language (OPTL) [3].

To begin, we needed to build a MVL test channel on
the tester. The idea is shown in Fig. 17. We used 16 out of
the 32 analog channels to generate voltage levels for the 4-
bit MVL signal. An analog 16-to-1 multiplexer is used to
switch between the 16 voltage levels of the MVL signal,

Fig. 17 Generation of MVL signal in ATE using 500mA DPS and
250MHz DM
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Fig. 18 Schematic of MVL-compatible DUT with RPCT and test
compression technologies

which is controlled by four digital bits sent by the tester. As
a result, the output of the analog multiplexer becomes the
MVL test channel. Next, we built a sample DUT with an
external ADC and the FPGA board. The schematic of the
DUT is given in Fig. 18.

Benchmark circuit s38584 was programmed as DUT
with 28 scan chains. The test compression tool used was
Testkompress [24], which added EDT logic [32] to the scan
design, including an EDT decompressor, X-mask block and

Fig. 19 Hardware implementation of the ATE based experiment

EDT compactor. This compressed test data contains 12,351
vectors with a total size 59.2KB. A 4-to-20 RPCT inter-
face was inserted to the design as well. This DUT has four
inputs: an MVL input signal, edt clock, blif clk net and
blif reset net . So that the tester used four channels (one is
MVL channel) to apply test data for this DUT and the out-
puts of DUT were routed back to the tester for verification.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 19.

We ran the tester with a 2MHz clock for this experi-
ment. This DUT needs five cycles to shift in a vector so
(2 + 12, 351 × 5) cycles × 500 ns/cycle = 30.88 ms is the
test time. Notice the extra two cycles is the ADC conversion
latency. We did a reference experiment, in which the DUT
is not MVL-compatible but still has an RPCT interface and
test compression related structures. To maintain the number
of input pins as four, we inserted a 1-to-20 RPCT inter-
face to the reference DUT. Therefore, the reference DUT
takes 20 cycles to shift in a vector. As a result, the test
time for the reference experiment is 12, 351 × 20 cycles ×
500 ns/cycle = 123.51 ms.

The test results in both cases were shown to be same from
tester readings, which demonstrates the feasibility of using
MVL test application on DUTs with RPCT and test com-
pression technologies. The test time comparison shows that
an MVL scheme can reduce test time while maintaining the
reduction in test pin count.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

This work proposes a novel test application technique which
utilizes MVL signals as the test data format. The data rate
of MVL test channel is increased because MVL signal has
multiple bits of information carried by each symbol. DAC
and ADC are used as MVL generator and decoder, respec-
tively. We also presented the factors that could lead to
possible test application failures and developed solutions.
The way how to decide estimated requirement of MVL test
application for particular case is given as well. The feasibil-
ity of MVL test application is established with a prototype
experiment. Further, the use of MVL test application to
a DUT with RPCT technology is discussed and its fea-
sibility and benefit are demonstrated with an ATE-based
experiment.

Aside from what is achieved, there are several points
that remain to be explored. First, DUT with on-chip ADC
should be tested with MVL test signal to simulate the real
test condition. Second, our protection schemes for MVL test
application should be verified by experiment.
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